Incidence of non-physiologically complex surgical procedures performed in children: an Ontario population-based study of health administrative data.
Quantification of surgical procedures undertaken by hospitals is necessary for informing resource allocation and modelling healthcare services. Our objective was to quantify the incidence, similarity, and diversity of non-physiologically complex surgical procedures performed at pediatric specialist hospitals and other hospitals performing pediatric surgery. We conducted a population-based cohort study of children aged 28 days to 18 yr who underwent surgery in the province of Ontario from 2007 to 2015 using healthcare administrative databases. We estimated the incidence of non-physiologically complex procedures (i.e., ≤ 7 basic units in the 2015 Ontario Health Insurance Plan Schedule of Benefits) performed in pediatric specialist hospitals and other hospitals performing pediatric surgery. We used Yue and Clayton's index and the effective number of common procedures (1/Herfindahl index) to quantify the similarity and diversity of pediatric surgical procedures performed in these hospital types. Overall, 830,830 pediatric surgical procedures were performed in 158 Ontario hospitals during the eight-year study period. Most surgical procedures performed at hospitals performing pediatric surgery were non-physiologically complex (vs 50%, P < 0.001). The incidence of non-physiologically complex procedures increased progressively each year at pediatric specialist hospitals and was associated with a reciprocal decline among the other hospitals. Comparing pediatric specialist hospitals with the other hospitals, the mean similarity index for non-physiologically complex procedures was less than moderate (0.52; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.51 to 0.54). The mean effective number of common non-physiologically complex procedures (i.e., the diversity) among the pediatric specialist hospitals was greater than at the other 154 hospitals performing pediatric surgery (65.3 vs 21.8 procedures, respectively; mean difference, 43.5; 95% CI, 42.2 to 44.8; P < 0.001). Non-physiologically complex procedures have progressively migrated to pediatric specialist hospitals from other hospitals in Ontario. Specialty pediatric hospitals are principally dissimilar from other hospitals performing pediatric surgery based not on physiological complexity, but on their diversity. These findings suggest that some types of surgical procedures may be redistributed from specialist pediatric hospitals to other hospitals performing pediatric surgery. www.clinicaltrials.gov , number NCT03144544. Registered 2 May 2016.